LIST OF PERIODICALS

E-Journals
1. Inflibnet N-List

Journals
1. International Journal of Education and Information Studies
2. International Journal of Psychology and Counselling
3. Scientific Transaction in Environment and Technovation
4. Resonance Journal of Science Education
5. Journal of Community Guidance and Research
6. Edutracks
7. University News
8. Recent Researches in Education and Psychology
9. Journal of Educational Planning and Administration
10. Kissan Worls
11. Contemporary Education Dialogue
12. Journal of Educational and Psychological research
13. Journal of Educational Technology
14. Journal of Educational Psychology
15. Journal of Modern Science
16. Journal of Humanities and Social Science
17. GCTE Journal of Research and Extension in Education
18. Journal of Educational Research and Extension
19. The IUP Journal of Soft skills
20. Kurushetra
21. Yojana
22. Inigo Edu Research
23. The IUP Journal of English Studies
24. Quest in Education
25. Teacher Plus
26. Indian Educational Review
27. School Science
28. Journal of Indian Education
29. Primary Teacher
30. Don Bosco Journal of Educational Insights
31. New Horizons In Educational Research
32. HTCE Journal of Educational Research
33. Research and Reflection on Education
34. Edu Reflector
35. ACE Research Propeller
36. Journal of the Indian academy of applied Psychology
37. Journal of Library Advancements
38. LPC Bulletin on Research
Magazines

1. Executive Knowledge Lines
2. English Today
3. Main stream
4. Indian Currents
5. News & Events
6. Science Reporter
7. Competition Success Review
8. Competition Success General Knowledge Today
9. Tamilarasu (Tamil)
10. Vedanta Kesari
11. Sree rama Krishna Vijayam (Tamil)
12. Puthia thalaimurai (Tamil)
13. Puthia Thalaimurai Kalvi (Tamil)
14. Grahaleshmi
15. Vanitha
16. Mahilaratnam
17. Arogyamaasika

Newspapers

1. The Hindu
2. The Indian Express
3. Times of India
4. Mathruboomi
5. Malayala manorama
6. Dinamalar
7. Dinathanthi
8. The Hindu (Tamil)
9. Dinamani